Whitman Nat Park Blue Folder P&d 120 Hole
Synopsis
Whitman Deluxe Edition National Park Quarters Folder, 2010-2021, 120 openings, P&D Mints. The National Park Quarters Coin Act of 2008 requires quarters, beginning in 2010, to have designs on the reverse depicting one national site in each state, the District of Columbia, and the five territories of the United States. Fifty-six (56) different designs will complete the program from 2010 through 2021. Whitman folders are built from the safest archival materials known. 7.0" x 9.5" closed, 28.5" x 7.0" open.
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Customer Reviews
If you’ve ever used any of Whitman’s other coin folders, this one is not much different from the rest. It’s a cardboard folder with cutouts designed to hold coins. In this case, it’s made for one of each “America the Beautiful” quarter from each mint, 112 quarters in all. There are also eight extra spaces at the end to display additional quarters. Just press the coins in (sometimes this can be a bit difficult), and they’ll stay securely in place for as long as you like. This particular folder is the “deluxe” size. It is larger than Whitman’s traditional coin folders. However, it is the same size as their other two deluxe folders (for the Presidential dollars and 50 state quarters). I recommend this folder. It looks nice, and complements Whitman’s other coin folders quite nicely. One little nice touch I noticed with this folder is that the ISBN barcode label on the back of the folder is designed to be removed easily without leaving a sticky residue behind. I have gotten folders in the past that I had to use Goo Gone with to fully remove the sticker.

I don't know why the guy writing the review before me said that the holes were too small for the
quarters. They are PERFECT. Just got it in the mail today, and it works better than any other quarter book I've ever purchased. They're very easy to put in, and the specialized material seems to mold to the quarter so that it gets sealed in. I highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to collect the America the Beautiful Quarters!

This is a nice sturdy folder: 4 flaps / each flaps is for 3 years / each year has 2 rows (P and D mint) with 5 coins in each rows (4x3x2x5=120). I like that the folder it is actually very thin (compared to other non-Whitman folder I have) and does not take space. The folder includes general information about coin dimensions, composition and location (state) of the national park. I am glad I bought this folder. Addition: The holes are a bit tight so inserting and especially extracting coins will be challenging. It does not bother me at all though.

Bought this folder to put my coins in and it matches my other set. The coins are difficult to push in (used a soft cloth and rubber hammer) but that is what you want. No coins falling out. I like the fact it matches the set for the state quarters. Sturdy cover and not flimsy at all. Will stand the test of time and will be enjoyed by my grandchildren-when they come along.

The binding quality looks good, but once you start using it it does not look it will last long. Also once the coins are inserted (some effort required not to be done by children for sure), you see bulges in the cover and the folder no longer looks as good as it looked without the coins. Also the glue had already come off in same places and had to fix it..but as I said it is a fair value for the price paid. Looking for something long term and more solid..buy something else..

Works, beautiful. This is really all you need to collect your coins and have fun with it. Very simple but still nice to look at

Love this series of coin folders. Also have state quarter and presidential dollar versions as well. Good quality and like the consistent size between folders.

This item is well made and sturdy. It is designed for both mints eliminating the need to keep 2 books. It adds nicely to any coin collectors library.
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